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H L. GRAY placed Lancashire in the part of England with 
  field systems affected by Celtic influences. He found 

evidence for the presence of a number of townships with 
common fields, but knew nothing of their management. (1) 
Similarly, G. Slater thought that the "open fields of Lancashire 
. . . though unenclosed and inter-mixed and subject to some 
common rule for cultivation, were not subject to common 
rights". (2) Slater, like Gray, knew nothing of the management of 
the common fields so that R. Millward, who found evidence for 
a common-field system at Carnforth, was one of the first 
writers to describe farming practices in common fields in Lan 
cashire. (3) A number of local historians have also found evidence 
for common fields, but the value of their work is marred by 
their concern for equating the Lancashire common fields to 
the Midland system. (4) In short, although evidence has previously 
existed for common fields, very little has been known of the 
farming practices in them.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of townships, hamlets or 
manors for which evidence of common fields exists. No less 
than 164 places yield substantial evidence for common fields, 
and 5 others yield slight evidence for their existence. Often this 
evidence is for common arable fields, but occasionally such 
terms as townfield, mean field, and common field might have 
included only meadow. In 11 other instances there is evidence 
of places with common meadows but not common arable 
fields, so that at least 175 places in Lancashire had common 
fields of one kind or another.

Two main sources are available to the research student  
original documents and field-names. Of these, documents are

111 H. L. Gray, English Field Systems, pp. 242-9.
121 G. Slater, The English Peasantry and the Enclosure of the Common Fields, 

p. 255.
"' R. Millward, Lancashire, an illustrated Essay on the History of the Landscape, 

(London 1955).
141 See R. C. Shaw, Kirkham in Amounderness, R. Stewart Brown, "The Town- 

field of Liverpool", TRANSACTIONS, Vol. 68; W. B. Kendall, "History of 
Furness Vill", Proceedings of the Barrow Naturalist Field Club (hereafter 
B.N.F.C.), Vol. 12.
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Figure 1. COMMON ARABLE FIELDS AND MEADOWS IN
LANCASHIRE

  Townships with documentary evidence of common arable fields. 
D Townships with slight documentary evidence or field name evidence. 
+ Townships with documentary evidence for common meadow but not 

common arable.
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far the more valuable in Lancashire, although field-names can 
be useful sometimes when used in conjunction with records. 
Figure 1 is, therefore, based almost entirely on the evidence of 
medieval grants and leases, and of other documents such as 
court rolls, surveys and rentals. Of these the printed collections 
emanating from monastic houses are extremely valuable, while 
large quantities of deeds relating to lay estates are available at 
the Lancashire Record Office. Unfortunately, however, the 
documents do not cover the county evenly.

As in many other parts of north-west England the term 
townfield was generally used to describe part of, or all the 
common arable lands. Its earliest recorded use in Lancashire 
was at Speke during the fourteenth century and the term is 
generally traceable from the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. 
Many fields were still called townfield at the time of the tithe 
surveys in the nineteenth century. Previously during the 
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries the term campus had been 
occasionally used to describe common-field land, but unfor 
tunately the term had also been used for enclosed fields. It is 
only when the expression incom(mu)ni campo or something 
similar occurs that any degree of certainty is assured. In other 
instances common field or mean field leave little doubt as to the 
nature of the agriculture. An important factor in tracing 
common-field husbandry is the presence of intermixed owner 
ship in the field or fields. In Lancashire, as elsewhere, the 
holdings in the common fields were generally scattered and not 
concentrated into one or more enclosed fields. Terms such as 
dole, butt, and selion were characteristically applied to these 
holdings, but here again these terms were used outside common- 
field agriculture. Dole for example was applied to a deal or 
share of anything including common moss, portions of hedges, 
and even the divided portions of a common. Finally, furlong, 
shoot, flatt, and rigg were all terms general in common-field 
terminology, but their use was not exclusive to the common 
fields. Nevertheless, when several of these factors are present, a 
reasonable inference can be made, and when such terms as 
townfield, mean field, and common field occur together with 
intermixed holdings we can be certain.

The incidence of common fields was highest in the Lancashire 
Plain, a low-lying area formerly covered by extensive tracts of 
mossland and marshland, which have now been drained and 
improved. In the east, in upland Lancashire, the distribution is 
more scattered, but parts of this region do yield evidence for 
common arable fields.

The unsuitability of the soil and climate in much of upland
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Figure 2. THE DISTRIBUTION OF VACCARIES IN LANCASHIRE
  Single vaccary.
  Two vaccaries.

Locality of eight vaccaries.

Lancashire limited the amount of land available for arable 
cultivation, so that pastoralism was, and remains, important in 
the agrarian economy. The northern parts of Furness and the 
eastern parts of Lonsdale contain much hilly country. Here 
settlements with common fields were mainly along the narrow 
coastal plain or alternatively in the valleys of the principal 
rivers. Thus places such as Halton, Whittington and Claughton 
in the Lune Valley had common fields, and the farmers used the 
fells as common grazing.

Wyresdale, Bleasdale, and Longridge, an area of high fells 
and deeply incised valleys, yield little evidence for common 
fields. Like the district to the south of the Ribble, they were 
associated with pastoral farming based on vaccaries. Neverthe 
less there is some evidence for common fields in the river 
valleys. Townships such as Billington, Clitheroe, Rishton and 
Altham used common-field farming, and all these settlements 
are situated in valleys of the river Calder, and the upper 
Ribble. Similarly, a number of vaccaries in the Irwell valley and
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its tributaries provide evidence for common fields after their 
division at the beginning of the sixteenth century. In general, 
however, the agricultural colonisation of this region was mainly 
associated with the reclamation of the waste for farming in 
severalty.

Amounderness contained acres of unreclaimed mosslands, 
but large parts of it were covered by boulder clay and alluvium. 
A considerable number of nucleated settlements had common 
fields, but these settlements were outside the mosslands and 
coastal marshes. Thus the Over-Wyresdale mosses show no 
evidence for settlements with common fields, although a number 
of peripheral townships such as Staynall, RawclifTe and Preesall 
did have common fields. There was a similar absence of settle 
ments with mean fields in south-west Fylde, where Marton 
Moss was formerly extensive. Although settlement on the edges 
of the mosslands began at an early date, the bulk of reclamation 
and improvement came in the late eighteenth and early nine 
teenth centuries, when farming in severalty was customary. As a 
result, many of the mossland areas probably never had common 
fields.

The lowlands south of the Ribble are now one of the major 
arable regions in the British Isles, but the area was formerly 
covered by large tracts of mossland. As in Amounderness, very 
few settlements in the mossland areas, such as Halsall Moss, 
Martin Mere, Chat Moss and the Kirkby-Simonswood Mosses, 
had common fields. On the boulder clay, south of Preston, how 
ever, a number of townships, including Leyland, Heskin and 
Eccleston, had mean fields that were worked until the seven 
teenth century and later. Further south in the neighbourhood of 
Ormskirk and Liverpool a number of townships with soils 
derived from Shirdley Hill sands also had common fields. At 
Little Crosby, for example, the common fields covered an area 
of boulder clay and Shirdley Hill sands, and the mean fields at 
Ince Blundell had soils almost entirely derived from the latter. 
Finally, east of Chat Moss, Salford and Urmston were among 
the townships with mean fields.

I SIZE AND DIVISIONS OF COMMON FIELDS

Very little material exists relating to the size of common 
fields. By the time the surveyors thought in terms of measure 
ment, rather than in terms such as selion, dole and butt which 
might be any size, the common fields had begun to disappear. 
Existing contemporary maps show only remnants or fragments 
of a former field system. At Caton in 1626 (Fig. 3) one field con-
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Figure 3. DEMESNE LANDS IN CATON, 1623 
a=arable, m=meadow, p=pasture
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Figure 4. TOWN FIELD OF INCE BLUNDELL
Surveyed by John Eyes 1729. 

(All measurements are according to the Cheshire acre of 24' to the perch.)

sisted of "sixteene parcels of arable land lying in this field syde 
by syde" and contained only 27a. 3r. 36p. statute measure. The 
map of Ince Blundell Nearer Town Field (Fig. 4) in 1728/29 
shows an equally small field. At Leyland and Little Crosby 
(Fig. 5) no acreages are given of the fields, but they also were 
relatively small. Further, the map of Gleaston Deep Meadows 
(Fig. 6) shows a field of only 114 statute acres. In other words, 
the existing map evidence, which can all be examined in the 
Lancashire Record Office, points to the fields being much 
smaller than their Midland counterparts. The existing surveys 
add some weight to this conclusion. In 1670 the town field at 
Hoghton was only 52 acres. In the last quarter of the sixteenth
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century, John Harrisun held among other possessions "two 
butts in the close called the Hille neere Apleton (Prescot par.) 
windmill, in the midst of the close, goinge from hedge to 
hedge cleane through the close". Similarly, in "the Kilne Hie" 
Richard Woodfall had a butt reaching "in length from est to 
west to both the hedges". <5) A map of Clay New Field at Formby 
shows a small field of about 15 statute acres with strips stretch 
ing through the field, and at Little Crosby the Sea Field had 4 
great butts reaching "quyte thorowe the said fielde". <6) Only 
small fields were likely to have strips from hedge to hedge, and 
not surprisingly Lancashire common fields were often described 
as closes by early topographical writers.

During the Middle Ages there was apparently no uniformity 
in the description of common field land. At Orgrave in Dalton 
parish, land in the thirteenth century was sometimes said to lie 
in campo, and sometimes in campis. Similarly, Morfurlong in 
Stalmine was occasionally a field, in campo dicitur Morfurlong, 
and on other occasions a division of campo [sic] de Stalmyne.  
It would appear, therefore, that field-name evidence is not 
always a reliable source for the number of fields in a township. 
Nevertheless, it does seem possible to recognise two types of 
townships, namely those with apparently only one common 
arable field181 and those with two or more common arable fields. 
In both, the fields were in turn divided into smaller units called 
furlongs, or into groups of butts, riggs or lands called after some 
distinctive feature, such as Peselandis, Langelandis, Lynbuttes, 
and Langrige. In addition, these settlements also had common 
meadows in the valleys called holmes.

In multiple-field townships at this date the number of fields 
was sometimes large: Speke, Garston, and other places in south 
Lancashire had ten or more fields. (9) This did not necessarily 
mean an extension of cultivation in these townships. Instead, 
multiplicity of field names could have resulted from changes in 
field-name nomenclature, or simply from more precise descrip 
tions of the location of holdings. In many of these townships, 
therefore, common crofts are mentioned, which add to the 
number of field names, but it would be wrong to suppose they 
were absent from single-field townships. Nevertheless, there is

151 F. A. Bailey, A Selection from the Prescot Court and other Records, 1447- 
1600, Record Society of Lancashire and Cheshire, Vol. 89, pp. 27-8.

161 Lancashire Record Office (L.R.O.), DDFO/13/39; DDBL 51/47.
"' Furness Coucher Book, Chetham Soc. N.S., Vols. 9, 11, 74, pp. 235-42
181 Places with apparently only one common field in the thirteenth century 

include Allithwaite, Slyne, Halton, Stalmine, Preesall, and Staynall. Bolton-le- 
Sands, Orgrave, Lindale, and Marton seem to each have had several common 
arable fields, but sometimes we hear simply of the campo de Orgrave etc.

181 Norris Papers, Lanes, and Cheshire Record Soc., Vol. 93.
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some evidence to suppose that there was an expansion in 
common-field cultivation during this period in certain town 
ships. At Garston Whyndalmor appears as a field name and was 
apparently part of the moor reclaimed during the thirteenth 
century. Similarly the field name New Field where it occurs side 
by side with the term Old Field suggests expansion. Such terms 
as ridding and brandearth both suggest clearing, the latter by 
burning, but unfortunately there is no indication of the date of 
clearing.

During the fifteenth century there was a gradual decrease in 
the number of fields held in common, so that by 1500 many 
townships had only one or two townfields. Some former 
common fields had lost their distinctive names and were now 
included under the term townfield; others had been enclosed. In 
1616 a court of survey at Altham pointed to both a change in 
field-name nomenclature and enclosure. "Item. The said Jurors 
do further find, present, and say that the names of the fields 
. . . were the auncient names of the said feilds, but time hath 
worne out those names and given them new names onely some 
of the auncient name remaine at this day, viz: the Hoghtons, 
the Kerre, the Mithorn. Which Hoghtons were of late divided 
into divers closes". (10) Nevertheless, in spite of these changes, 
North Scale on Walney Island had 21 fields, and Great Crosby 
also had a great number of fields during the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries. (11)

The 21 common fields at North Scale each had 30 acres, and 
at New Barns, now part of Barrow, the common fields covered 
420 acres. (12) In 1538/9 a rental of "divers lands and tenements 
in the town and townfields of Daltone" shows that the occupiers 
held burgages and Monklande and Oxganglande. a3} The latter 
was held in bovates, 12 acres making a bovate. Of these bovates 
10 acres were significantly described as lying in Dalton Field. 
At Dalton 39 other people held another 25^ bovates of land, 
which were probably in the townfields. The Monkland, here, 
was 90 acres, part of which was also in the townfield "the 
tenants of Dalton for 1 acre called Monkeland in Dalton Feld, 
occupied by the tenants of Newton". In addition, there were 
also 13^ acres of enclosure from Dalton Field and about 84 
acres of other land. If both the latter and the partly doubtful 
Monkland are excluded, the common fields of Dalton were 
approximately 335 acres. Elsewhere in Furness the common

I10) L.R.O., P.R.50; H. L. Gray, op. cit., pp. 244-5.
(11) "North Scale, Furness", B.N.F.C., p. 14; L.R.O., DDBL 46/15.
(12) P. V. Kelly, "New Barns", B.N.F.C., Vol. V, p.19. 
(is) Furness Coucher Book II, Hi, Chetham Soc., N.S. Vol. 75. 

C
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fields appear small probably because single farms and hamlets 
were an important element in the landscape. Apart from some 
nineteenth century maps this has to be inferred from state 
ments implying a small number of occupiers "Christopher 
Harries, Bryan Chrisoperson and James Penny shall stint their 
after grasse when their corne is gotten equally according to their 
share". Since these three occupiers were responsible for mending 
the entire hedge, it is probable that they were the only land 
holders in that field.' 14 '

The survey of the Hornby Castle estates in the late sixteenth 
century provides additional material for Lonsdale.' 15 ' At Whit- 
tington-with-Newton the tenants-at-will had 104 acres in the 
common fields and 35^ acres in the Great Intack, which "said 
Intack in Whittington, whereon my Lord's tenants and others 
have several Dales" contained 180. In this township all the 
ground held by tenants-at-will was within the common fields or 
the intack, so that the common fields must have formed an 
important element in the agrarian landscape. At Melling more 
than 130 acres were held in common, while at Arkholme-with- 
Cawood 5 holdings amounting to 58 acres were mentioned as 
lying in the common fields. In addition, the demesne lands of 
Hornby manor, totalling 113J acres, were leased in strips to 
"many tenants", but it was "tedious to measure every mans 
several parcel". Although these figures are not large by Midland 
common-field standards, they probably represented a fairly 
large portion of the cultivated lands in that area,' 16 ' in which the 
majority of land was upland with common pastures.

By the late sixteenth century the common fields in lowland 
Lancashire were only a small fraction of the cultivated lands of 
the townships, and in many places they had been completely 
enclosed. That which remained common was generally immedi 
ately around the village itself, and was probably part of the 
earliest cultivated land in the township. The townfields were 
seldom over 150 acres, and in lowland Lancashire at this time 
were but a tenth of the total township lands. This was the frac 
tion at Altcar, where there were 300 acres of common fields in 
the eighteenth century. It has been estimated that in the Middle 
Ages the Liverpool townfield was approximately 167 Cheshire

1141 L.R.O., DDLK 1, Lowick Court Orders 1650.
U6> Hornby Castle Estates, c. 1584, Chetham Soc. N. S., Vol. 102.
(16) At Caton the land use was as follows:

SIZE OF TENEMENT IN ACRES

31-1-5
37-1-20 

371

ARABLE

5 
9 

38

MEADOW

11
7 

60

WASTE

15-1-5 
21-1-20 

273
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acres,' 171 each more than double the statute acre, but so much 
land was enclosed in severally that by Elizabeth's reign the 
produce of the enclosed fields outstripped that of the common 
field. However, in a number of places in the transitional zone 
between true upland and lowland, common fields were still 
important. At Rishton, for example, all the four parts of the 
lordship in the mid-fifteenth century "arne oxgange lande and 
line mene, dalte in land doles and medew doles, saving the Town 
Hey that lieth undissevered and no man knows his dole but is 
agysted and every parte kepes his gyste after his portion". 
Similarly the greatest part of land surveyed at Altham in 1616 
lay in selions "promiscously and dispersed" throughout a 
number of fields. (18)

As in the Midland townships the fields were sometimes 
divided into furlongs, and then into lands, butts, or doles. 
Furlong is, however, generally missing from the field-names of 
Furness and Lonsdale. The furlongs were composed of a number 
of parallel ridges and were generally named after some distinc 
tive feature, either a crop such as beanfurlong at Elswick, or 
after the former, and may be contemporaneous, state of the 
ground such as moor furlong at Stalmine or karfurlong at Stay- 
nail. In other townships, however, the term shoot was used at 
Great Crosby there was a shoot called the Sware but in many 
cases both furlong and shoot are missing from the field names.

At Little Crosby the major field divisions of the townfields 
were Baxtelands, Twingates, Plentielands, Crookelands, Six 
Butts, Under the Yords and Clayfielde. Here, and at Ince 
Blundell in 1402, the major divisions were formed of a group of 
lands joined together by some characteristic feature, but they 
were not given the name furlong by the original inhabitants. 119 ' 
In Furness and Lonsdale such names as le Hustydes, le Rigges, 
Peselandis, and Acres Benedicti give some idea of the names 
applied to some of the larger divisions of the common fields.

The furlongs or shoots were in turn divided into a network of 
holdings, which were long and narrow and sometimes sigmoid 
in shape the latter having been attributed to plough twist. The 
term strip has been used by a number of economic historians to 
describe holdings in the mean fields, but was not used by 
common-field farmers themselves. Acre was frequently used to 
describe holdings in Lancashire common fields. At Warrington 
an acre was granted in Hollay field in 1465, and holdings at

<»' L.R.O., DDM/L/20, 21; R. Stewart Brown, op. cit. 
I18> "Dunkenhalgh Deeds c. 1200-1600", ed. Stocks and Tait, Chetham Soc., 

N.S., Vol. 80, p. 35; sec. 11.
(19) Little Crosby Hall, "The Great Hodge Podge"; L.R.O., DDLN 53.
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Orgave in the thirteenth century were held in half-acres, roods, 
and other fragments of an acre, suggesting that the holdings 
bad been divided. Elsewhere such names as Clay Acre, Frier's 
Acre, and Lindale Great Acre described holdings in common 
fields at Leyland and Heysham. No importance should be 
attached to this expression as a means of measurement for there 
were at least three customary measures in use in Lancashire. (20)

The most frequent terms to describe holdings in the common 
fields, were dole and butt, but rigg sometimes occurs in Furness, 
andflatt in parts of south Lancashire. The term butt seems to 
have applied to both the strips in common fields, and the ridges 
that made up the strips. Hence we read of a butt containing 
sixteen lands, while elsewhere, at Longton, butt was inter 
changeable with selion. m Today, butt is a term in use in 
Lancashire and Cheshire to describe a ridge between two 
furrows. The term seems to have been interchangeable with the 
expression dole (or dale) which was used in Lancashire to 
describe both common arable and common meadow. Some 
times for convenience the distinction was recognised between 
land (i.e. arable) doles and meadow doles. The doles and butts 
were seldom constant in size. At Eccleston in Leyland one butt 
"contaynethe in bredthe thorowe out tenn yardes and in length 
tenn score and eleven yards", while a dole in a close in Longton 
was "fourtyne Roades" in length (at 7J yards to the rod) and 
was 8 yards in breadth. Even in a single township there was no 
uniformity. Dowles in Leyland townfields varied considerably 
in length from as little as 4 rods to as much as 34 rods, again at 
1\ yards to the rod. In this township a number of doles were 
approximately four rods wide, but the figure varied, and the 
width of a single dole was not always constant. One dole was 
30 rods long, and had ends of 5 rods 2 yards and 4% rods 
width. (22> It would be wrong therefore to imagine the holdings 
in the common fields as constant in size by the sixteenth 
century. Any uniformity, if it had ever existed, had long since 
disappeared.

For the purpose of drainage the holdings were ploughed into 
ridges or lands, the width or height of each land being dependent 
on the type of soil and local custom. On heavy wet soils the 
ridges would be narrow and frequent. At Tarleton, therefore, 
where the soils are derived from boulder clay or peat "sevyn 
lands" constituted half an acre, and one butt on the boulder 
clay near Prescot had sixteen lands. At Liverpool in contrast

""» See TRANSACTIONS, Vol. 110, pp. 1-14.
1211 F. A. Bailey, op. cit., pp. 47-8; L.R.O., DDF 613.
1221 L.R.O., DDF 459, 461, 610, and 52.
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"three lands are reckoned to make an acre" in the eighteenth 
century. (23) In Latin documents such ridges or lands are recog 
nised by the word selion and selions were generally small: six 
half-selions at Ditton were slightly more than half an acre, and 
at Staynall mention is made of imam acram, scilicet duos 
selliones in Carfurlong . . . etc. duos selliones in Bancfurlong. (2t} 
At Little Crosby the ground was measured by lands and even 
half-lands (hallands), the latter suggesting extreme parcelment 
of holdings within the common fields. At Ditton there is 
mentioned the fourth part of a selion which probably represents 
the farthings of land that occur in some townships.

The Lancashire common fields, therefore, were divided into 
furlongs or groups of ridges. These major divisions were further 
divided into holdings often called butts or doles, which varied 
considerably in size. Butts and doles were in turn ploughed 
into ridges known as lands or selions, which were also sometimes 
called doles or butts. Obviously, in such circumstances, 
considerable importance was attached to marking divisions 
and methods of access.

II BOUNDARIES AND FOOTPATHS IN THE COMMON FIELDS

Seebohm and Slater first contended that individual holdings 
in the common fields were bounded by balks of unploughed 
turf. Dr. and Mrs. Orwin subsequently disagreed, arguing that 
Seebohm had misinterpreted his evidence, and that the fixed 
mouldboard plough, by casting the ground into ridges, separated 
by furrows, provided a sufficient boundary since farmers knew 
how many lands went to their strip, and since the furrows them 
selves revealed where one land joined the next. Recently a 
number of writers have pointed to evidence for balks in many 
parts of the country.* 25 ' The Orwins recognised at least four 
kinds of balks:

i Paths used by the farmers to reach their lands. They
were frequently called common, or footbalks. 

ii Headlands on which the teams turned, which, although
subsequently cultivated, were sometimes called balks, 

iii Areas unsuitable for cultivation known at Laxton as 
sikes.

1231 L.R.O., DDHe 60; F. A. Bailey, op. cit., pp. 47-8; L.R.O., DD SL 12/5.
< 24 > DDBL 42/105, Cockersand Chartulary p. 133.
1281 F. Seebohm, The English Village Communitv, London 1883 pp. 124ff; 

G. Slater, op. cit., p. 63; C. S. and C. S. Orwin The Open Fields (Oxford 1954), 
pp. 43-44; Dr. E. Kerridge, "A Reconsideration of some Former Husbandry 
Practices", in "Agricultural History Review", Vol. 3, 1955, p. 32 (also for details 
of other sources).
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iv Half-balks or stintin, which were necessary where lands 
in one furlong abutted on another at right angles. A 
farmer had the right to tread on part of his neighbour's 
strip during cultivation.

Balk occurs frequently in the terminology of the Lancashire 
common fields, but seldom in relation to footpaths. At 
Broughton and Subberthwaite, the court books include a 
charge to the jury to inquire if any person had encroached on 
the Common Balks or on the wastes, but no one appears to 
have been prosecuted for this offence. The only definite reference 
to balks used as footpaths occurs at Preston in 1658, when a 
common footpath continued "upon a baulke lying between the 
Lande late of John Sudell . . . and the lande of Laurence 
Bastocke".' 26 ' In many instances special provisions had to be 
made for access to strips or other lands. At Ashton-in-Maker- 
field (in 1758) persons were amerced for erecting gates and 
damaging their neighbour's land "by making footways up 
several persons butts".

At Little Crosby "whosoever shall occupie and plowe the 
Butt of lande next the Wheate Heye shall leave a sufficient 
wayne [cart] way to passe and Repasse", but here the roads and 
footpaths were not called balks. At Tarleton one footway in the 
townfields was changed annually in the late sixteenth century  
"Richard Banester shall have his waye from the longelones one 
yere uppe one Butt another yere upp another Butte in the 
longehall doore till he comes to the heddelonde and so to the 
yate". Here, therefore, the footpaths had no apparent relation 
ship to greensward balks, and in general there is very little to 
suggest that footpaths over the common fields were called balks 
in any part of Lancashire. (27)

The remaining three types of balks as recognised by Dr. and 
Mrs. Orwin can be briefly dismissed. The headlands, on which 
the plough turned, were obviously the last parts of the common 
fields to be ploughed. At Great Crosby the headland or head 
butt ceased to become a common way when it was sown, "the 
head Butt beinge occupyed accordinge to the Shoote". There is 
no evidence that they were called balks during any part of the 
season. Likewise, areas unsuitable for cultivation were frequent 
in many fields. At Little Crosby, the ground near the Cross was 
not to be ploughed, but it was simply called ley ground. The 
general conclusion that must fee reached therefore is that balks

1261 L.R.O., CCE/l; A. Hewitson, Preston Court Leet Records. 
"" L.R.O., Little Crosby, Court Rolls, 1558, April 1604, DDB148; Tarleton 

Court Roll, 1577, DDHe 53/2; DDGE 1126/3.
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in Lancashire were used for some additional purpose to those 
suggested by Dr. and Mrs. Orwin.

In Leyland township the balks separated the lands of one 
occupier from another, and in one case were actually called a 
division balk. In 1691 the jury found that "Henry Waterworth 
or his servant hath in the Lower Towne field Lately ploughed 
too neare upon the division balk betwixt the Lands of Henry 
Farington Esq. and Richard Monck in so much that the Sayd 
division balke is quite Covered with the furrowes plowed up". 
In consequence Henry Farington had to "Carefully uncover 
and lay open and clearly bare the sayd division balke that the 
Same May plainely and fairely Appeare to all future to distin 
guish betwixt the lands of the sayd Henry Farington Esq. and 
the sayd Rich(ar)d Monk". In the same township, a rental note 
adds that "Mr. Wyter to ley downe a furr of a foutte brode to 
the balke betwexte Wm . . . and the Vicers". Regulations were 
required in Leyland to prevent disputes over the use of balks for 
agricultural purposes. In 1612 it was decreed that no occupiers 
in the townfield "shall plow, mow, growne, leisow, pasture or 
feed upon any balke or p(ar)ticion of Lands . . . without the 
privitie or Consent of the Owners or farmers whose land or 
ground adjoineth next to the same, but the said balk first to be 
Staked, Meared, and divided betwixt them for the tyme being 
with both their consent". The fact that the consent of two 
farmers and not several occupiers was needed, stresses that 
the balk in question was a division between holding and 
holding. Thirty years before it had also been set down in the 
Leyland Court Book "that no person shall gether or gett, 
growning, upon Balkes or diches within the towne feldes of 
Leyland without lycens of the pinders, within the Towne upon 
payne for ever the burden xid" Both orders suggest that the 
balks were of some agricultural value and not waste. 1281

The presence of balks was not confined, however, to Leyland. 
In 1576 at nearby Eccleston one butt of land was bounded by a 
ditch on the north, and on the south by a bawlke. In 1512 a 
grant of an acre in Pynsfeld at Mawdesley had "a litill small butt 
shotying northward and southwards which was half the balke 
lying betwixt the said acre and Richard Dalton Esq. lands", and 
in 1648 in the same township, following an exchange of land, 
Richard Assheton received \\ acres in a close called Rydinge 
that was "sett out and devyded with holes, stakes a Baulke and 
great stones from the residue of the said close". (29) Balks are

1881 L.R.O., Leyland Court Books 1691, DDF 168; DDX 102/70, DDF 1649 
DDX 102/66.

1281 L.R.O., DDF 461; DDHe 26/28, 125; DDL, 351, 488.
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also to be found at Hutton in the seventeenth century, and at 
Hesketh-with-Becconsall in 1577. In the Hesketh papers in 
1608 there occurs "all that parcell of land in Hutton towne 
field adioyning on the east syde to ditche greave Balke" 
Ditchgreave was apparently a furlong in the townfield, and the 
balk might have been a division between furlong and furlong, 
or an uncultivated area. At Hesketh-with-Becconsall it was 
ordered that "noo person growne or Cutte gresse in another 
persons pytte Belke or other grounde", but what is meant by 
pytte Balk is doubtfull unless it was some form of boundary 
around a marl pit. 1301

In other parts of Lancashire the terms biland, green or ley 
sparth, and rean (variously spelt rene or reyne) were probably 
used to denote unploughed strips of turf. That biland was a 
division between holdings is almost certain. In 1633 an amerce 
ment at Urmston was for "ploweinge up a Byland being a 
Meare between his [Henry Renshawe's] ground and William 
Renshawe's ground in the Meane field". Further, in Hollay 
common field at Warrington in 1465 a grant included an acre 
"et quandam bilanda terrae dividit praedictam acram dictae 
Cecilae et dictam terram dicti Johannis Birom", while at 
Appleton another butt had "a byland belonging and lyinge to it 
on the south side". The connection between biland and green 
sparth can be found at Prescot where there was in 1566 a "green 
sparthe or byland betwene the lands of Evan Glest and Richard 
Worseley". (31) Ekwall considered that sparth meant a strip or a 
narrow piece, in which case green sparth might suggest a grass 
strip or greensward balk. (32) The use of the term ley sparke at 
Little Crosby conveys a similar meaning. In 1671 presentments 
in Little Crosby court included "Margaret Brough for plowe 
inge and takeinge away the Ley Sparke Liinge betwixt her 
owne ground and william davis ground". The Tenement Book 
also has references to ley sparth; for example Clayfield butt 
"with a ley Spart worth 6d." (33) An order at Prescot in 1578 to 
restore le sparthe to the way suggests footpaths covered with a 
grass sward.

The term rean has been associated with narrow ridges of 
land, which were left unploughed, and which separated the

(3t» L.R.O., DDHe 27/28, DDF 613; DDHe Hesketh-cum-Becconsall Court 
Orders 1577.

(31) Chetham Library, Halmote of Urmston, Records 1613-1699; Warrington 
in 1465, Chetham Soc. O.S., Vol. 17 (1840) p. 75; F. A. Bailey, op. cit.

1321 E. Ekwall, The Place Names of Lancashire, Chetham Soc. N.S., Vol. 81 
(1922), p. 89.

< 33 > DDBL 48/9.
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cultivated dales in certain common fields in Cumberland. (34) In 
Lancashire, however, the term also meant, and still means, the 
water furrows left when the ground is ploughed into ridges or 
lands. In this case reans would exist between all lands and not 
simply between holding and holding. This meaning was known 
to Fitzherbert who advised farmers to "make theyr rigge theyr 
as the raine was before" in order to increase their corn yield. 
At Tarleton, in 1577, water that fell down certain butts in long 
furlong was to "have course down the Reyne Between the butts 
of James Dandy and the butts of the late wife of Henry Canuse". 
James Dandy had also to make "a demmynge or Coppe over the 
way and lykewise a little gryppe [trench or furrow] to bring the 
water downe the said Reyne". Here, the meaning suggests that 
reyne was used for a water furrow, but it could also mean a 
division between holdings. At Lowick and Bolton with 
Adgarley, both in Furness, reyne is used to imply an unculti 
vated division strip. At Lowick in 1646 a presentment was 
made "for plowinge up a Raine between his owne ground and 
William Cowards", and a letter from Bolton in 1758 states, 
"I had no ocation for the plan but the Reans are plowed up and 
I cannot tell Rightly where it lyes". The term occurs frequently 
in field names in Furness during the medieval period, and also in 
other parts of the county, but in which context the term is 
being used must remain doubtful. (35)

Merestones were ubiquitous in the Lancashire common 
fields. They were extensively used in the common meadows to 
distinguish holdings, for balks would have been futile. They not 
infrequently took the form of stakes rather than stones. Thus at 
Urmston Henrie Gregorie was amerced for "pulling up a spare 
stake sett by the Jury between his garden and lands of Thomas 
Gee".

At Great Crosby in 1669, any persons "that have any ground 
within this Manor marked and sett forth to be meared by the 
Jury shall bring stakes . . .". Many of the references to mere- 
stones or merestakes show that they were frequently used by the 
juries at the courts to settle demarcation disputes in the common 
fields, and it was a presentable offence to remove them. In 
December 1617 at Little Crosby the court ordered that in 
Woodholme field "Dowle stones shal be sett . . . when shalbe 
thoughte needful by the Jury". At Great Crosby in 1668 a 
merestone was removed "w[hi]ch was sett by the Jury between

1341 G. Slater, op. cit. p. 257; G. Elliott, "Development of the Agricultural 
Landscape in Cumberland 1600-1800", M.A. thesis, Liverpool University 1957,

1351 L.R.O., DDHe 53/2, Tarleton Court Records; DDK, Stewards Letters. 
Bundle 1651; DDLK/1/7 Lowick Court Records.
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Lands of George More and him the said Thomas Danwyne".
Merestones had other purposes. At Little Crosby they were 

used to mark the highways through the fields, and at Tarleton 
they had to be set by the sides of the road between Hesketh and 
Tarleton by the occupiers on both sides. At Appleton the lands 
of one butt had "at eyther eande a meare", possibly marking the 
length of the lands. This might have been necessary to maintain 
the headland of the furlong at a constant width. Hence we read 
that "John Houghton shall sow the heading butt in the hooke 
fild to the meare stones According as it used". In addition, the 
merestones or merestakes were also used to divide strips in the 
common mosses, and on a larger scale show the actual township 
boundaries, where no natural features such as streams existed. (36)

One of the defects of merestones was that they could be 
moved by a fraudulent neighbour to gain land, or they could be 
buried by the action of the plough. At Little Crosby, no person 
was allowed to plough within six inches of a merestone, and at 
Tarleton merestones that had been removed or lost had to be 
replaced within six weeks. t37) Nevertheless, the juries by 
constantly viewing the lands were able to prevent many en 
croachments, and merestones with their advantage of saving 
valuable arable land, were used in many common-field town 
ships.

The terms generally used to describe holdings in the common 
fields were bovate or oxgang. The oxgang was commonly 
regarded as being the eighth part of a ploughland, but the 
number of acres that constituted an oxgang varied considerably. 
During the first quarter of the fourteenth century an oxgang at 
Crosby contained five acres, probably of customary measure. 
The demesne lands of William de Clifton in Clifton and 
Westby contained four oxgangs each of eighteen acres. At 
Slyne it was one acre more, and at Pendleton reached twenty 
acres. Elsewhere sixteen customary acres, and thirteen Cheshire 
acres constituted an oxgang. Not only did the oxgang vary in 
size in different parts of Lancashire but it could also vary 
within a single township. A half-oxgang at Great Crosby in 
1729 is given as equal to two statute acres, but another half- 
oxgang in 1741 equalled five acres. In 1731 in the same township 
a quarter-oxgang was said to measure three acres customary. (38)

The oxgang or bovate was primarily a measure of arable land 
and had certain privileges attached to it. These included the

(36) Hallmote of Urmston; Records 1613-1699 Amercement 1626; L.R.O., 
DDBL 47/5; DDHe 53/2; DDBL 48/13.

1371 L.R.O., DDBL, Court Orders February 1703/4; DDHe 53/2.
(38> Lanes, and Cheshire Record Soc., Vol. 54, pp. 131, 154; L.R.O., DDBL 

36/1; R. C. Shaw, op. cit., p. 346.
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right to graze a number of cattle on the commons and waste, and 
on the common fields too when the harvest had been collected, 
and further the right to a share in the common meadows. 
Hence at Bryning, near Kirkham, "duodecem acras in una 
bovata terre et duas acras prati in una bovata". Mr. R. C. Shaw 
likewise noted oxgang land, where half an oxgang was "wanting 
half a perch of meadow". In many instances, there was no need 
to state the amount of meadow attached to the bovate, because 
it was known although the exact acreage probably varied from 
township to township. 139 '

A characteristic of holdings in the common fields of Midland 
England was that, where more than one field existed, the 
farmers had approximately equal amounts in each of the 
common fields. This was necessary to maintain a fairly constant 
acreage of land under the plough, when part of the township 
lands were annually fallow. In Lancashire, this does not seem 
to have been true of townships with more than one common 
field. In a rental of 1538/9 fourteen people held land in two 
common fields at Bolton-le-Sands. Of these six had arable land 
in Wharnebarowe Feld, and three more had meadow in the 
same field. In addition, three landholders held arable in Sewer- 
feld. Of the fourteen only two had land in both fields, but both 
in unequal amounts, 3^ and 9 acres in one case, and 1^ and 1 
acre in the other. At Leyland some landholders had butts in 
both fields, but others, such as Roger Lyne, had doles in only 
one townfield. 139' At Melling in the Lune valley there were five 
or more common fields. Here the tenants did not hold lands in 
each field, but each field was generally divided equally among 
those who held land in it. For example four tenants divided 
Cockshoots and farmed just over seven acres each, and of the 
seven who farmed Green Bank six had a little more than an acre 
each. North Scale was most egalitarian. Each of its twenty-one 
fields was divided into forty-eight strips, and the sixteen 
tenants held three strips in each field. (40) Only the wealthier 
villagers in Little Crosby held land in at least five of the seven 
divisions of the town field, but with the exception of land 
claimed by William Blundell, lord of the manor, there was little 
sign of consolidation, although some occupiers had more than 
one strip in a division. 1411

From what has been said already it is obvious that Lan 
cashire had many peculiarities as regards its field system. One 
relatively large common field, or a number of small common

""» L.R.O., DDTO/18/H/6; R. C. Shaw, op. eft., p. 233.
1401 Furness Coucher Book, p. 602.
1111 Little Crosby Hall, "Great Hodge-Podge".
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fields comprised the common arable and meadow of a settle 
ment. The landholders held land known as oxgangland in 
strips, but these strips were not evenly spread or distributed 
throughout the common fields.

The conclusions suggest, therefore, that a system other than 
the Midland two- or three-field course was in use.

Ill COMMON-HELD FARMING IN LOWLAND LANCASHIRE

The main source of evidence for the farming of the townfields 
is the series of court rolls and court books that exist for certain 
manors in the county. The courts were held before a jury of 
villagers once or twice a year, and appointed each year, under 
oath, officers to supervise and maintain various aspects of 
village life. As far as agriculture was concerned, the burleymen, 
or barlowmen as they were called at Little Crosby, saw that 
hedges were stock proof, ditches were properly cleaned, and 
roads were kept passable. In certain townships, other officers 
were appointed to watch over the common fields. At Souther- 
gate these were called neighbourhood men, and at Little Crosby 
they were simply field lookers. It was their duty to see that 
encroachments were prevented, that tethering ceased at the 
correct time, and that the fields were not surcharged when 
"abroad". Although the position varied from manor to manor 
or from township to township, other men were usually 
appointed common lookers to prevent surcharge of the 
common, pinders to impound stray beasts, and moss reeves to 
manage the common mosses. It was the task of these officers to 
bring the offenders before the court, and their presentments 
provide material for a study of agricultural administration in 
the manor or township.

The court made and enforced orders relating to most aspects 
of life within the manor. These orders are obviously extremely 
valuable when they refer to agricultural practice, and particu 
larly to the common fields. The court orders for the common 
fields of the Crosby townships were repeated and amended 
almost yearly. In other townships, however, orders were given 
only when circumstances changed or there were signs of the 
original orders being neglected. Orders often explain present 
ments that otherwise would have been vague.

Little evidence exists for the presence in Lancashire of a two- 
or three-field course. In many parts of the Midlands, the field 
course was divided into tilth crop, breach crop, and fallow. 
Wheat or barley was grown on the tilth field, and oats, peas or 
beans on the breach field. In these circumstances there was a
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wide range of possibilities for the rotations in the open fields. 
Some local historians have explained such a system for certain 
townships in Lancashire, but these seem misguided attempts to 
link the field system of Lancashire with those of midland 
England. Mr. R. C. Shaw, for example, has considered the 
probability of a two-field course with winter wheat grown in 
specially enclosed portions of the township, but his arguments 
appear conjectural. (42) Even in townships with two common 
arable fields, such as Leyland, there is no evidence for such a 
field course. The available evidence points conclusively to the 
fact that the Lancashire common arable fields were under an 
intensive method of farming with spring corn or other crops 
sown in March or April, followed by a winter fallow, and then 
sown with spring crops again. In short, the Lancashire common 
fields might be termed "half-year lands", being approximately 
six months in crop and six months in fallow.

Large parts of Lancashire were unsuitable for the cultivation 
of wheat. The uplands of northern Furness and the Pennines are 
often too high and wet for wheat cultivation. Contemporary 
writers likewise point to the absence of wheat and the prevalence 
of oats. John Leland wrote, "whete is not veri communely 
sowid in thes partes". Celia Fiennes was more perceptive; "they 
have only the summer graine as barley, oates, peas beans and 
lentils noe wheate or rhye for they are so cold and late in their 
yeare they cannot venture that sort of tillage, so have none . . ." 
Again in 1641, "the greatest parte of Come and graine spent 
and used within the said Manner of Accrington ... consisteth of 
Oates". (43) Indeed, jannocks, large coarse oatenbread loaves, 
and other forms of food derived from oats formed an important 
element in the diet of many Lancashire people even in the late 
eighteenth century. A further consideration was the presence 
of only one common arable field in certain townships, which, 
although it did not prevent part of the field being annually 
fallowed, suggests a one-field course. Lastly, the system of half- 
year lands would explain the reason for the uneven distribution 
of strips in a multiple field township, since there would be no 
summer fallow.

One of the main sources of evidence for this system comes 
from the orders and presentments relating to fences and hedges.

1121 R. C. Shaw, op. cit., pp. 252-4.
(43) Even jn the enclosed land this was often true. Crops at Howick in 1768 

being 120 acres oats, 11J acres wheat, 12} acres barley. At Penwortham there 
19;]: acres wheat, 256f acres oats, 19i acres barley, 8 acres beans. "Wheat is but 
a Slender Crop, the Oats Strong, well headed and remarkably clean". (DDR/15/ 
16). At Ditton in 1594 wheat was grown, but oats, peas, beans and barley were 
the main crops (DDB1 54/2). See also G. Tupling, Economic History of 
Rossendale, Chetham Soc., Vol. 86 N.S., p. 40.
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Two distinct phases can be recognised in farming the townfields 
 when in crop, and when they were grazed. The second period 
is described as being abroad or open. The orders relating to the 
period when the fields were in crop are important, since town 
ships, such as Leyland, with more than one topographical field 
had those fields grouped together, and there was no distinction 
between a tilth field and a fallow field. In 1612 it was ordered at 
Leyland: "all and every the freeholders and occupiers of the 
Townfeildes in Leyland . . . shall remove and take all their 
Cattle out of the said Townefeildes yearely at or before the 
feast Day of the Annuncon of the blessed virgin Mary Comonly 
Called Ladie Day in lent according to the Ancient use and 
custom of the said Town for the better preserving of the said 
feilds". In this case "Townfeildes yearely" is the important 
phrase. <44) Evidence for "heying" the townfields, either in late 
March, or in April, can be found for many Lancashire town 
ships :

TOWNSHIP
1. Billington

2. Colne
3. Little Crosby

4. Entwistle

5. Formby

6. Hesketh-with 
Becconsall

7. Prestwich
8. Southergate

9. Urmston 
10. Woodgate

DATE FENCING
1602 "morie before" 15 April

1496 "by myd Aprill"
1604 25 March

1561 15 March

1795 21 April (1722)

1577 last day of April

1562 25 March
1810  

1624 13 April
1611 "before Midd Aprill'

OPEN FOR CATTLE
29 September 25 
March

Cattle excluded the
same day.
Cattle excluded the
same day.
Cattle 5 November 
1 March.
Cattle excluded from
25 March to last
Harvest.

Cattle excluded 1 
March to October.

Although the dates quoted above give a general impression 
of the time of hedging the fields, the dates were frequently 
changed from year to year. The fences were usually called ring 
fences or sometimes ringeyerdes or renghards. The hedges were 
occasionally temporary post-and-rail fences, but in many cases 
they were permanent hedges or even walls. With either type it 
was a punishable offence to leave gaps in the fence or hedge, and 
not to have them stock-proof by the proposed date. Each 
occupier of the town-field was either responsible for the hedge 
at the end of his strip, or he had to maintain a dole or por 
tion of the hedge. In 1611 the tenants of Woodgate had "to 
make the wall . . . everie one of their owne parte Accordinge

<"> L.R.O., DDF 1649.
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as yt ys sett out by the afformer Jury". In certain cases the owners 
of neighbouring closes were responsible for hedging part of the 
townfields.

It will have been noticed that cattle were excluded from the 
field either before or immediately upon fencing, and were not 
allowed to enter again until the hay and corn had been 
'inned'. The cattle were then grazed 'promiscuously' over the 
common field or common fields. From the regulations applying 
to hedging, therefore, it would seem that the farming involved 
approximately six months' tillage followed by six months' 
fallow. This was the essence of half-year lands.

Figure 5 shows the townfields of Little Crosby, the two 
largest being Townfield and Woodholme. The latter was a 
common meadow. Townfield was apparently under a constant 
succession of crops, for by the seventeenth century the field was 
showing signs of exhaustion. In 1665 a tenement of thirteen 
bushels seeding was farmed to William Starkey "and the ground 
in the Townfield being then bare he was to plow no more of that, 
but about 9 or 10 bushels seeding". In a further tenement of 21 
bushels seeding with butts in the Townfield and Whitecroft 
(another common field), the ground in January 1659 was 'very 
much bared by reasons of long tillage and little donge to 
improve it for many the last years passed". As a result, the 
bushels seeding were "one or two more in the whole than the 
ground will conveniently take".' 451 In order to try and maintain 
fertility, and restore some of the bases lost, two methods, 
marling and grass leys, had long been used in Lancashire. 
Marling supplied the necessary calcareous base needed to 
restore the soil fertility and produce a fine tilth. The introduc 
tion of grass leys was a common feature at an early date 
throughout the county. Meadow, for example, occurred side by 
side with arable at Bolton-le-Sands in the common fields by the 
thirteenth century. At Little Crosby the leys were used for hay, 
and also for tethering animals on, and their presence created a 
number of problems. People sometimes tethered animals on 
their neighbours' leys or even cut and removed grass from other 
peoples' leys. (46) Others brought yoked carts into the town- 
fields on the pretext of work, and left the oxen and horses there

(J6) L.R.O., DDBL 54/41, pp. 9-29.
1161 The orders to control this include, "That whosoever shall putt his beasts 

or other Cattle in another man's grasse shall forfeate for every or other Cattle he 
put xijd to the Lord and to the parties greaved vjd" (Orders Field Lookers 
6 April 1604) and "No person or persons shall sheare or groine anie grass within 
the Lordshippe But onlie upon there owne Tenemente" (27 February 1615). 
This whole account of Little Crosby is based on the Court Orders, L.R.O., 
1550-1725.
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LITTLE CROSBY

COMMON FIELDS

Figure 5

to graze. Tethering was only permitted during the day time, 
since at night the animals could wander into neighbouring corn 
without being seen. Villagers were forbidden to "leather or 
leasue anie Catle uppon anie Stuble grounds or wheare hath 
been mawed or sowen that yeare either in the Townfielde or 
Woodholme, (excepte where fearne hath been mawed)". It was 
also an offence to mow the grass leys twice, as this violated the 
equal use of edish which was extremely valuable. Obviously 
during the crop season, after the fields had been heyed, no 
cattle were allowed to go loose in the townfields. The grazing 
period began when the harvest had been collected. Woodholme 
was stinted by gates by the early seventeenth century, but 
Townfield was possibly not stinted until 1666/7. (47) During the

1471 In February 1666/7 William Blundell, lord of Little Crosby, gave consent 
to an order of the jury to stint the townfield, provided "that by mutuall consent 
every mans ground in the Townfield be first meered out by the Jury and that 
likewise a stint be made for the pasturing of all other grounds or Commons in
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edish period cattle had to go loosely in the common fields and 
not be tethered, so that the fields could be evenly grazed, and 
the dung relatively evenly spread. In 1713, however, no cattle 
were to be turned loose in the common townfield for longer than 
three weeks, and by this time the townfield was apparently 
stinted at two cows to an acre. Sheep had been grazed on it 
during the seventeenth century. At that time no person could 
keep "twoo sorte of Sheepe beinge in all above a dozen". At 
Morehouses a sheep fold had to be constructed to keep the 
sheep in at night, and all sheep had to be folded; or else they 
could not be kept at all. In 1606 James Davis was permitted to 
"putt Sheepe to the Comon of this Lordship and the Towne- 
feldes as others doe payinge for everie Twelve sheep iii s iiiid". 
The farmers also had other rights grazing their cattle on the 
nearby marsh and sand-dunes, and digging peat on the moss. 
And, of course, many were engaged in enclosed farming as well 
as farming the common field.

Great Crosby had a large number of common fields, which 
like those of its sister settlement, were unenclosed as late as the 
eighteenth century and in some cases the nineteenth century. Its 
customs were similar to Little Crosby's. Tethering was for 
bidden after harvest, and animals could not graze on the green- 
ways or roads, but there seems to have been one interesting 
difference. In 1616 a butt was leased in the "greene wave" with 
the provision that the lessee "shall onelye sowe the said Butt in 
the greene waye, when the said field is sowen and not otherwyse, 
but when the said field is not sowen then hee shall and maye in 
lieu sowe one butt in the broade water feelde". Apparently, 
Great Crosby must have had some common fields that were not 
half-year lands and occasionally stood fallow, but the fact that 
the grantor could grant a strip in Broad Water Field in lieu 
suggests he knew this field would be under corn each year.

A second distinctive feature of this township were the orders 
in 1478 that none should pasture beasts within the stubble of the 
Town, and in 1668, that no person could put cattle "into the 
Townfield or feilds whyles the said feilds are abroad". At other 
times, however, the edish appears to have been carefully 
regulated and grazed. In 1608/9 if neighbours had any to spare, 
other inhabitants were permitted to take what they wanted. The

this Lordship w(hi)ch are now pastured in Comon, and have been antiently so 
pastured without stint" (DDB1 48/40). Woodholme had been stinted earlier. In 
1615 "no person shall put in anie more Catle unto the same then he hathe due 
gates for neither in the beginning nor latter end of edische tyme or winter time". 
Woodholme was heyed yearly at Candlemas. (Court Orders 27 February, 
1615/6), and no gaps were allowed between Lady Day and Martinmas (orders 
April 1604). In 1617 Woodholme was agisted at four beasts to the acre. 

D
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court also reminded occupiers that they must fully occupy the 
beast gates and not let them to "foreigners". A possible reason, 
therefore, for the order not to graze might have been to enable 
gleaning after harvest. The inhabitants also had grazing rights 
in the common marsh as well as in the fields. In 1668 it was 
decided that the marsh should go by cattle gates. Formerly 
cattle in the common fields and on the marsh had been stinted 
by a fixed number. In 1606 every man with land in Southfield 
grazed "for one oxion (oxgang) of lande six beastes and three 
horses and no more without permission". In January 1608 six 
beasts three horses and ten sheep were allowed on the marsh for 
every oxgang of ground. Following stinting by gates, each 
oxgang received six cow gates, and the marsh was supervised by 
two men, who prevented the marsh from being surcharged. 
Cattle were branded and entered into a pinder's book before 
they were turned on to the common.

Many other townships in the lowlands south of the Kibble 
had similar regulations to the Crosby townships. At Leyland in 
1612 tethering ceased after Holy Rood Day, 14 September, and 
people tethering stock after that date lost the privilege of 
agisting them when the fields were abroad. The day after all 
the corn had been removed, pinders counted and checked the 
animals to graze the fields, and allowed "2 Cowes, or one horse 
or ten Sheep" to enter the field for an acre joist. In this township 
there is a suggestion that the fields were folded, for we read that 
the above stint was to "bee in force for and dureing the Space of 
one Month next ensueing after the said beasts horses and Sheep 
are so taken and put into the said fould", but it is not clear what 
type of fold is meant. In Leyland and Urmston, if any damage 
occurred to crops through animals breaking loose when the 
fields were heyed, two to four independent neighbours viewed 
the damage and valued it. At Salford also tethering was for 
bidden on the stubble of the common fields, and no cattle were 
allowed to enter after the mean fields had been sown "tyll 
everye one have reaped and carried the same corn awaye".

Salford was similar to Leyland in that the townfields were 
grouped together for the "crop" season. In 1584 the crops in the 
common fields of Salford were mainly oats and barley.

FIELDS WITH DOLES CROPS

1. Middle Field Barley
2. Back Middle Field Oats, Beans
3. Old Field Barley, Oats
4. Great Old Field Oats, Barley
5. Lower or Nether Old Field Oats, Barley, Beans
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Although a succession of spring crops was grown at Salford, 
a rotation was practised on individual doles so that the topo 
graphical fields usually had more than one kind of grain. Even 
in the enclosed lands in the eighteenth century barley was 
frequently used after oats, while a rotation, if it can be called 
such, of two or three years' oats followed by barley or beans was 
not unknown. The most remarkable absence was that of wheat, 
adding weight to the assumption that it was not grown at all, or 
very little, in many Lancashire common fields. Oats, in contrast, 
could be grown when wheat might fail, for the crop was 
tolerant of acidic soils and the moist climate. But any land that 
is subject to continuous grain crops is bound to grow less 
fertile. This has already been seen at Little Crosby and marling 
and grass leys were introduced to overcome this. Elsewhere the 
growing of beans and peas broke the succession of grain 
crops and, assisted in the maintenance of soil fertility. (48)

Although the bulk of recorded evidence points to half-year 
lands in many Lancashire townships, the possibility of other 
field courses should not be excluded. In the thirteenth century 
at Aigburth "21 strips cultivated and ploughed and 3 un 
cultivated strips" might be an indication of a different system, 
but this might also have been simply a distinction between 
ground ploughed and grass leys which existed side by side in 
the half-year lands. Aigburth is, however, near to Speke where 
a three-field course was in operation during the late seventeenth 
century.' 49 ' In 1694 there was a system of share-cropping, the 
tenants "to plow and sow to parts such land . . . they to have 
halfe the crop for their pains after it is Tithed and to lead my 
part home when it shall be in best order . . ." The orders for 
cultivation were: 

1. "The lower eleven Acer being 12 Acers to fallow for 
Wheate".

2. "The Hier sute in Mill field 8 Acers to fallow for Wheate".
3. "My one Teame to fallow for Wheate all the lower sute in 

the Mill field and to plow and sowe with Gates and 
Barley all the nerer Mill field".

4. "The three crofts being 7 Acers to be sowed with oates".

This field course, (i) fallow; (ii) wheat; (iii) barley or oats, was 
exactly the same as the three-field course found in many parts

(18) H. T. Crofton, "Tithe Corn Book for Manchester 1584", Lane. Ches. 
Antiquarian Soc., Vol. 22, p. 170; History of Newton Chapelry II, Chetham Sex;. 
N.S., Vol. 53, pp. 128-9; L.R.O., DDHe, Hesketh-cum-Becconsall Court Orders 
1577.

<49) Liverpool Record Office, Norris Papers No. 552.
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of Midland England. This is the only direct evidence for a three- 
field course in Lancashire, but the probability of further 
evidence coming to light cannot be overlooked. Nevertheless 
present evidence suggests that the management of the common 
fields at Speke was exceptional in Lancashire, and that half- 
year lands were the rule.

Common meadows formed an important element in the 
agrarian economy of the common-field townships providing hay 
for winter sustenance and grazing after harvest. Common 
meadows were often found along the banks of streams and 
rivers, particularly along the Alt where they frequently remained 
open until the eighteenth century. Altcar in particular with its 
extensive tract of alluvial soils had approximately 300 acres 
of common fields in the eighteenth century, most, if not all, of 
which were common meadows. The largest was Showrick; its 
97 acres were situated in Altcar but belonged to tenants of land 
in Sefton. As in other parts of Lancashire, the meadows were 
divided into doles and closed in early spring. In nearby 
Thornton hay had to be mown by 25 July, and cattle entered the 
meadows on 26 August. At Tarbock in 1769 the meadows were 
open from Lammas day, 1 August, to Candlemas, 2 February, 
while at Halewood mowing did not have to be completed until 
10 August. In Tarbock the meadow was stinted by cow gates, 
but by the eighteenth century they had little relationship to the 
holdings of the occupiers. (50)

There is very little information regarding the working of the 
common fields between the Ribble and the Lune. The field 
name evidence suggests that a similar system to the intensive 
method of farming seen in places south of the Ribble was in use. 
At Staynall in 1518 it was agreed that "no man shall dryve past 
iiij beasts no way in the felde but the heghe way", and the lands 
in the field were divided into dales. Elsewhere, the court rolls 
that remain point to the enclosure of the townfields at an early 
date; those for Lytham refer to enclosure at the beginning of the 
seventeenth century. The Cockersand Chartulary, however, 
does give some information for the thirteenth and fourteenth 
centuries. (51) At Garstang, common pasture existed "post blada 
et fena asportate", and at Winmarleigh there is mention of 
monks grazing the land each year after harvest. Similarly, at 
Ashton near Lancaster, a grant of land in Brantbreck was 
accompanied by the right to have a way "for the men dwelling 
upon that land in spring time and at all other times when the 
land between the village and the above mentioned land shall

(50) L.R.O., DDM/14/20, 21; DDM/7/415-20; DDK/]510/4. 
1511 Cockersand Chartulary, etc. pp. 273, 290-301, 797, 1070.
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have been sown". These vague references must leave the field 
system in this region doubtful, but mention of spring sowings 
and grazing after the harvest has similarities to some townships 
south of the Ribble. There is an inference of a possible three- 
field course for Cockerham in the late fifteenth century. Here a 
tenant forfeited his holdings unless "he saw [sow] ii partys of 
hytt in the yer", but this might have easily been a custom to 
forbid too much ground being laid down to grass in a half-year 
system. At this date also efforts were being made to preserve 
the common-field system in Cockerham, so that tenants were 
forbidden to hold several closes from Michaelmas to Candle- 
mass. (52)

IV COMMON-FIELD FARMING IN UPLAND LANCASHIRE

Most of the court rolls that exist for Furness and Lonsdale 
point to the presence of common fields. (53) In this region the 
manors generally included a large number of small hamlets or 
single farmsteads, and the proportion of waste to cultivated lands 
was high. The acreage of land capable of becoming half-year land 
was small. During the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries the 
evidence points to an arrangement similar to those south of the 
Lune. The field names suggest the cultivation of peas and flax, 
both spring crops, and certain townships such as Halton, 
Skerton, and Slyne appear to have had only one common field. 
In 1496, we read of Leighton field, that it was an offence to 
break its hedge, "set" [lease] grass to "owtmane", and for 
occupiers to put cattle into the field without consulting their 
neighbours. Hedges had to be restored in spring, and beasts 
grazed the fields after harvest.

Many of the common fields were still being worked in the 
eighteenth century, when J. Lucas was writing of the town- 
fields at Carnforth in a study of Warton Parish. (54) At Carnforth 
the common fields were ploughed into ridges which were 
extremely stony, but yielded "as good a Crop of Corn as Land 
of a deeper Earth". There were here five common fields, one

(52) "Manorial Customs of Cockerham Manor", ed. R. Sharpe France, Lane. 
Ches. Antiquarian Soc., Vol. 64.

(53) Court rolls and books exist in the Lancashire Record Office for the 
following manors: Cartmel (seventeenth/eighteenth centuries) DDCa 7; Lowick 
(seventeenth century) DDLK/1; Leighton (fifteenth'century) DDTo H8; Yealand 
Redmayne, Yealand Conyers (seventeenth century) DDTo, H10, 18/H/6; 
Hornby (eighteenth century) DDX,70,34; Broughton/Subberthwaite (seven 
teenth century) CCE/1. English MSS 1100 in John Rylands Library gives 
evidence for Kirkby Ireleth in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

(54) J. Lucas, History of Warton Parish, Ed. J. Rawlinson Ford and J. A. Fuller 
Maitland, 1931, pp. 134-9.
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being called Thwaite and the other four, which were continuous, 
were called Huthwaits. In one of these "Every Man plows or 
mows his Part as he judges most proper; and so this field is 
never pastured; but the other three . . . observe this Method. 
The Proprietors plow one of them for three Years, and after 
wards the next; so that they are alternatively three Years Corn, 
and Six Years Pasture. He that has a Part in one of these 
Fields, has generally an equal Share in the other two, so that 
they giste them according to the Quantity of Land each Person 
has therein, and the Age of the Cattle viz. two Twinters to a full 
aged Beast". The system described was akin to the Scottish 
infield-outfield practice, the characteristic feature of which was 
the succession of grain crops on the infield. Although the 
method varied, it was usual to break the outfield up into a 
number of divisions, called faughs, folds, or brakes. The second 
characteristic was run-rig, the joint cultivation of intermixed 
parcels of a farm or hamlet. Obviously the infield closely 
resembled the Lancashire townfield, but the field system apply 
ing to the latter did not apparently include an outfield. Further, 
in south Lancashire the term infield does not occur in sources 
relating to the townfields. In north Lancashire the position is 
reversed. At Yealand Redmayne in 1746 a dale of arable lay in 
a field "Some time since Enclosed out of the Open Lands called 
the Infeilds". There was, however, no mention of an outfield. (65) 
Further east, in the twin settlements of Newton and Whittington, 
Outfield is a field name on the modern one inch O.S. map. Here 
in 1573 a moss intack (possibly the intack mentioned on page 
10) is significantly called Outfield suggesting that part of the 
waste had been brought into cultivation.

In Furness the court rolls or court books give some additional 
material on the subject. Infield occurs at Barrow-in-Furness, 
Lindale, Subberthwaite, Cocken and in Lowick manor. At 
Subberthwaite two orders, in 1666 and 1667, state that hay from 
Broad Flatt was to pass in waggons "through Thomas Kirkby of 
Subberthwaite infield", and that no person was to ride "through 
the Infield and one close called Wood betwixt Edward Coward's 
and Soberthwaite". In nearby Lowick manor there is equally 
clear evidence. At Kendall Ground, which is a small hamlet on 
the valley side of the river Crake, the tenants were urged not to 
"take away theire hedges and yeates" until the corn was

155) The fje](js were aiso called townfields. The common fields were called 
(i) Yealand Head; (ii) Sinderbarrow; (iii) Waitholme. The latter field was 
described as a large pasture field (DDO 12/38), but was said to include moss, 
meadow and arable. It was inclosed about 1737 and might have been Infields 
mentioned above, in which case it differed from the Scottish infield in not being 
entirely arable.
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removed and not to "put anie beastes in their Infield in the 
fogesh [aftermath] but according to the quantity of their 
groundes". At Kendall Ground, therefore, the infield was 
apparently worked much the same as the townfield at Little 
Crosby.

Slight evidence also exists for intermixed ownership of land. 
At Lowick a presentment in 1611 states that John Kendall, 
Mathew Towers, and Anthonie Wilson "non dividerunt terras 
suas in le infeild". A note adds "Anthonie Wilson desyred his 
owen parte and could not have it sett out According to the 
former order". In 1653, four tenants of Subberthwaite were to 
divide the arable lands of William Fresh and Richard Dodshon 
and at North Scale sixteen tenants were grouped into "four 
federated farm holds or burgages". In Roeburndale, tenements 
were frequently held in "common and undivided" between 
two, three or four persons.* 56 ' Nevertheless, considerably more 
must be known about the ownership of land in Furness before 
taking the analogy further.

Wherever the term infield occurs in north Lancashire it 
usually seems interchangeable with townfield, probably repre 
senting the intensively cultivated lands of a settlement. It is 
true that at Carnforth a number of fields were laid down to 
grass for six years, but these were not apparently called outfields. 
It is possible that a presentment at Lowick in 1613, for not 
shifting stone in the outfield, is an indication of preparation for 
cultivation, but this cannot be certain. It is also true that 
practices similar to those for the Scottish outfield can be found 
for mean fields in the district, but there is no evidence that these 
were associated with the cultivation of an infield. At Hornby, 
therefore, five persons held land in one field by lease for twenty- 
one years, and could only sow it "every six years end". Else 
where we read of land lying in dales that were ploughed, after 
lying in grass for twenty years. Such practices were only to be 
expected in a region where, except along the coastal plain, the 
soils are often too infertile to be continuously cropped. (57) In 
many respects Furness links with Cumberland, where similar 
evidence for infield occurs.

In many instances common fields were divided amongst only
1661 B.N.F.C. Vol. 13, p. 44; Hornby Castle Estates.
1571 W, B. Kendall has advanced a theory for a three field course of (i) oats; 

(ii) fallow; (iii) wheat and bigg. With the introduction of sheep and the need for 
permanent pasture, there was a change to oats grown year after year. This 
theory is advanced for Cocken, where there was an Infield and Outfield (B.N.F.C., 
Vol. 12, "Hist, of a Furness village"). Elsewhere the departure of the monks is said 
to have caused the development of the practice of cultivating oats each year. 
(B.N.F.C. New Ser. Vol. 6, p. 32). Kendall's arguments do not stand close 
scrutiny and have been called conjectural (B.N.F.C., New Ser. Vol. 6, p. 27).
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three or four persons. Fences had to be erected in spring to 
prevent damage to the crops from flocks of sheep and cattle kept 
on the hillside. The stock was turned on to the aftermath in 
autumn. The arable and meadow were divided into gates or 
stands, each occupier turning on a number of cattle in pro 
portion to the size of his holding. At Bank End, and elsewhere, 
the meadows were stinted for one month, during which time 
sheep or cattle grazed the fog or aftermath. Originally no 
person without ground in the meadows could put in cattle, 
which was the case at Cartmel in 1613 "And that none other 
who hath not ground theire do put in any theire Cattell theire 
whatsoever". With the introduction of stinting according to 
gates it meant that the right to graze the aftermath was often 
sold or leased, and the relationship between land ownership and 
the number of cattle was broken. (58)

With the exception of the Upper Ribble valley the upland 
region south of the Lune has little evidence for common-field 
husbandry. The reasons for this might be lack of records, for 
where records are available in number, for example the 
Clitheroe court rolls, the presence of common fields can be 
traced. On the other hand, the area the records cover was most 
favourable to common arable cultivation, being in the relatively 
broad vales of the rivers Ribble and Calder. The absence else 
where cannot be entirely attributed to topographical causes, 
since similar regions in Furness had common arable fields. An 
important factor in the economic development of the region 
was that much of it lay in the limits of forests and chases. South 
of the Ribble lay the forest of Blackburnshire with the four 
chases of Pendle, Trawden, Accrington, and Rossendale. 
Northwards were situated the forests of Rowland, Bleasdale, 
Wyresdale and Quernmore, extensive tracts of fell country 
reaching above 1700 feet with deeply cut valleys. Today the area 
south of the Ribble has become considerably industrialised, but 
to the north the region is essentially devoted to pastoral farming, 
with small hamlets lying on the side of the valleys and the steep 
fells rising immediately beyond them. A study of these hamlets

1581 At Gleaston Deep Meadows in 1859 there was no relationship between 
the amount of land held and the number of etgros (from edgrow=aftermath, 
here beast gates). People held etgros without having land in the meadow and 
some lived outside the township at Ulverston and Cartmel (L.R.O., AE/4/6).

THE MANAGEMENT OF MEADOWS IN FURNESS
Manor Date Closing Time Harvest Cattle In

1. Cartmel 1613 15 March 26 July Michaelmas
2. Subberthwaite 1698     Lammas-Michaelmas
3. Lowick 1630 Mid April   Michaelmas
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reveals that in the medieval period they were stock farms or 
vaccaries.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of most of the recorded 
instances of vaccaries in Lancashire. In addition to these 
vaccaries there were also upland pastures used for grazing and 
for hay. The vaccaries themselves were situated in the valleys, 
and the cattle probably grazed upon the fells in summer, and 
wintered in lower enclosed pastures. The alluvial flats could 
provide hay for additional winter feed. In Horwich there were 
"plats of pasture ... of which two plats of wood and open 
ground always constitute one vaccary".' 39 ' The vaccaries were 
maintained by boothmen, who had the assistance of a number 
of stockmen. Each vaccary had a herd of about twenty to thirty 
cows with a bull. The vaccaries' principal function was to breed 
oxen, which in Rossendale were sent to two ox farms near 
Accrington. Barren and old cows were slaughtered and new 
heifers or cows brought in; any surplus milk was made into 
cheese and butter. Vaccaries represented an attempt to increase 
revenues from a relatively barren area, and were an early link 
between the pastoral uplands that bred stock for dairying and 
lowland Lancashire which fattened stock for butchering.

In settlements where vaccaries were found in the Middle Ages, 
there is little evidence for common arable fields. In Rossendale, 
small hamlets grew out of the isolated cattle farms, but at a time 
when farming in severally was a new force in agricultural 
practice. The Clitheroe court rolls do give some indication of 
mean lands at Crawshaw Booth, Bacup, Rawtenstall and 
Deadwinclough, and probably elsewhere in the valley of the 
river Irwell. At Deadwinclough the common field was depas 
tured by the occupiers in proportion to their rents, and Dr. G. 
Tupling envisaged a system of management similar to the half- 
year lands found in parts of lowland Lancashire. (60) In the 
Ribble and Calder valleys common-field management is more 
clearly recorded, and was obviously similar to the system on the 
Lancashire plain. Closing was usual either in March or April; 
the "com(mu)ni campo" of Billington was to be hedged the 
"morie before" 15 April. In this township cattle were excluded 
between Lady Day and Michaelmas, when they were allowed 
to agist the field again provided the corn had been removed. 
If not, the occupiers were allowed a further fourteen days to 
complete the harvest. No wintering could be let without the 
consent of the other occupiers, and then the lessee was to 
observe the stint. No cattle could be agisted in the townfield "if

1591 Mamecastre II, Chetham Soc. O.S., Vol. 56. 
1601 G. Tupling, op. cit., p. 103.
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haith not any interest therein nor is ten(a)nt thereof". At Colne 
in 1496 "Whoso has his Ryng yorde not mad by myd Aprill 
shall lost ij s" Likewise at Entwistle "all ringe yardes to be 
made afore the xv of March yerely, sub poena iij s iiijd , and the 
same day al cattel to be avoided out of the fields under like 
paine". At Church, the feast of the Invention of the Holy 
Cross, 3 May, was the date of enclosure "in the cuntrey nere 
aboute". Elsewhere at Pendleton in 1425, seventeen people were 
amerced for tethering cattle in the common fields, while at 
Worston in 1377 William de Cloghes was presented for three 
beasts bound with bad tethers depasturing the mean fields. It 
would seem, therefore, that tethering on leys was known by the 
fourteenth century, but that the practice had to cease during 
the period when the fields were abroad. 61

A feature of this region was the frequent occurrence of 
pastures set aside for different classes of animals. In one case at 
Harwood a cow grass [gate] was granted in closes called 
Eight acarr Boweley and Myetyme acares or "such one of them 
as shalbe yearelye converted and used as pasture and not as 
arable grownd or medowe". It is possible, therefore, that in 
some common fields in this district, a form of convertible 
husbandry was practised, the fields being used for grazing and 
for arable in turn. At Worsley, in 1501, a parcel lying in a close 
called fermplacke was leased to James Morte who could law 
fully "clouse within himselfe to his most p(ro)fett . . . except 
that the said James shall not ploghe, nor till, ne turneoppe but 
such as he marled and payed xij 8 of gud lawful money". (62) 
Such restrictions imposed on ploughing was here the choice of 
the individual, so that although the close was divided it might 
not have been common and subject to grazing rights.

V THE ENCLOSURE OF THE COMMON FIELDS

Many writers have already suggested the early enclosure of 
the Lancashire common fields, so that by the end of the eigh 
teenth century there were "but few open or common fields . . . 
remaining". The reasons for early enclosure were probably 
many and complex. The relatively small number of occupiers 
and the smallness of the common fields would mean that 
agreements would be easier to reach. Further, enclosure of the 
common fields was possibly accelerated by enclosure of the

1611 L.R.O., DDPt 22. For Colne see Clitheroe Court Rolls; for Church De 
Hoghton Deeds, Lanes, and Cheshire Record Soc., Vol. 88, No. 1260.

(62> L.R.O., DDHe 103/8; Chetham Library, Partington M.S.S. (Little Hulton) 
p. 14.
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waste and the development of farming in severally, for with the 
growth of assarting the acreage of common arable fell below 
that of the enclosed lands. The value of enclosure would be 
quickly recognised. A final factor is that enclosure of the 
Lancashire common fields does not appear to have led to any 
widespread social grievances and disturbances as in Midland 
England.

Recorded instances of enclosure are rare, but the slight 
evidence that exists suggests both piecemeal and gradual 
enclosure, and enclosure by agreement. Piecemeal enclosure 
began at an early date, and took two main forms enclosure of 
individual strips, and enclosure following the consolidation of 
strips by exchange. These practices had begun during the 
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and continued as long as 
common fields existed. A Ditton deed of this early period tells 
of an acre that William of the Marsh had enclosed, and the 
same township has twenty recorded instances of exchanges 
between 1300 and 1320. At Halton, in 1210, we can read of an 
exchange "per visum legalium virorum in campo de Halton", 
and recorded instances of exchanges occur for many other 
townships during this period. At a later date at Clitheroe 
exchanges were made by both parties appearing at court, each 
party paying an admittance of one penny. 1631 Here, also, lands 
held in common were being partitioned at this period by a 
friendly suit brought in the halmote court, described as Placitum 
de partitione facienda. The court appointed arbitrators to 
enquire into the division. In the eighteenth century the jury at 
Hornby manor made similar partitions at Wray. Partitions did 
not have to be entered in the halmote court. In 1655 an agree 
ment between John Myres and John Bone of Forbank in 
Tatham enable John Bone to divide "the mean ground lyinge 
between them at Forbank", John Myres having the choice of 
lots. At Ince Blundell, in 1666, Gary 11, Viscount Molyneux, 
gave license for his tenants to exchange lands with the tenants of 
Henry Blundell, provided the lands were of equal quantity, and 
his bailiff agreed. It would seem, therefore, that manorial 
policy, as reflected in court custom and in such agreements, was 
to favour exchanges. (64)

The result of the exchanges was to consolidate holdings. At 
Ditton some of the exchanges were probably followed by 
enclosures, for towards the end of the fourteenth century, and 
increasingly thereafter, closes began to appear in the township.

(63) L.R.O., DDBl/42/7, 62, 63 etc., Furness Coucher Book, p. 159; W. Farrer, 
Court Rolls of the Honor of Clitheroe (1897), pp. 168-9, 387-389. 

'"' L.R.O., DDX 70/34; DDIn 573/82 DDX 206/10; DDL 666.
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Figure 6. STRIPS IN GLEASTON DEEP MEADOWS BEFORE 
ENCLOSURE IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
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The same is true of many other townships, where the gradual 
change from common to farming in severally can be seen in the 
succession of grants and leases. At Warrington, for example, in 
1465 a certain close "cum sepibus et fossis inclusit" lay in a 
furlong called Abdirswell "in campo de Arpelay". At Lytham in 
the first quarter of the seventeenth century, "everyone that 
inclosed grounde in the Townfeildes within these twoe yeares, 
or heerafter shall inclose any, shall leave and allowe a sufficient 
way for two cartes to meet". At Little Crosby in 1707, "None 
shall drive any Cattell loose to their New Inclossed ground in 
Little Crosby field after the 10th March till such time the field 
go abroad". 1651 Piecemeal enclosure usually meant difficulty of 
access to strips that had been enclosed, and, unless preceded by 
exchange and a consolidation of holdings, extra expense and a 
loss of land for hedging. Such enclosed strips can be seen at 
Little Crosby in 1741 (Fig. 5), and such fields were criticised by 
Holt at the end of the eighteenth century.

The advantages of enclosure by agreement were that the 
lands could be realloted into consolidated holdings. The 
Great Field at Thornton near Crosby in 1742 is a good example. 
The field had consisted of "divers butts of Small parcels . . . 
Scattered in the said Field". In trying to till their butts tenants 
became "trespassers upon other lands next adjoining them". As 
a result, the tenants agreed upon enclosure, but because of "the 
Charges of Inclosing, and the Ground which would be taken 
up by Such Inclosures and the smallness of the said parcelles 
when Inclosed and the Inconveniency of Managing the Same, 
and by Reason of the Loss of Ground", it was agreed that a 
completely new division be made by arbitrators. The resultant 
allotments "instead of being Scattered as they now are . . . shall 
be layed in Such Regular order that Every particular person 
shall and may hold and enjoy his and their own Respective 
parts and Shares thereof all in one parcel together". Such 
advantages of enclosure by agreement probably stimulated 
other agreements throughout the county. (66)

One of the earliest recorded instances of enclosure took 
place in Garston in the middle of the sixteenth century. Sir 
William Norris, who died 30 January 1567, "in his tyme broght 
the towne feld into closses". 1671 About the beginning of the same 
century one of the few instances of enclosure causing social 
grievances occurred. In 1516, a deposition was made that the 
abbot of Furness had pulled down about twenty meases in the 
town of Selergarth, and "has also enclosed the third part of the

(65) L.R.O., DDCL 1141; DDB1 48/6.
(66) L.R.O., DDM/17/195. I67) The Norris Deeds, p. 51.
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Figure 7. LEES FIELD BEFORE AND AFTER ENCLOSURE 
The letters indicate individual holdings before and after enclosure.
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arable lands which used to be occupied with the same". A 
number of tenants were forced to leave the village, but some 
were apparently resettled at the new vill at New Barns that 
included six of the original Selergarth townfields. The abbot was 
also accused of turning two tenements at Roose into "severalle 
clossynge", where there were always two ploughs and of taking 
parts of tenements at Goldmire near Dalton-in-Furness to make 
a park "wher never noen was afTor". Elsewhere, as at Altham 
where in 1616 mean land has been "of late years divided into 
Closes", enclosure seems to have continued without such 
disturbance and with the permission of the manorial court. (68) 

The same process of enclosure by agreement continued 
throughout the eighteenth century, especially in Furness. By 
1731 the townfields of Hawcoat had been enclosed, and by 1750 
townfields had also been enclosed at Salthouses, Cocken, and 
New Barns, so that by the nineteenth century there was very 
little common-field ground in Lancashire. At Ashton-in- 
Makerfield buildings were beginning to spread across the town- 
field by the turn of the century. Here in 1784, ground had been 
"inclosed from the Townfield with the Consent of the Land 
owners in that Field". (69) As a result of such enclosures, there 
were few common fields enclosed by act of parliament. Two 
common meadows, Lees field in Ashton-under-Lyne and 
Gleaston Deep Meadows, were enclosed in 1841 and 1857 
respectively, and two small common fields were also enclosed 
by the award for the Yealand townships in 1778. 170) Elsewhere, 
common meadows were also enclosed under the powers that the 
enclosure commissioners had to make, or ratify, exchanges. At 
Whittington several occupiers of "meered dales or parcels of 
land situated in two certain open fields called Whittington 
Common Holme, and Burrow Mill Holme" gave notice to the 
commissioners to effect exchanges "most conducive to the 
convenience and advantage of the said parties" (Fig. 8). 171)

1681 Readings and Depositions in the Duchy Court, Lanes, and Cheshire Record 
Soc., Vol. 40, p. 68; L.H.O. PR/50.

(691 L.R.O., DRL/3/BOX 1-15.
"<" The fields were (i) Tarnes Common Field Ilia. Or. 22p. allotted to seven 

persons in nine allotments; (ii) TrigaldEnd Common Field, 4a. 2r. 36p. to three 
persons. No indication is given if fields arable or meadow (L.R.O., AE5/16).

1711 Another field called Rapes was included in award. The situation suggests 
meadow (i) Whittington Common Holme 16a. 2r. 13p., divided into six; 
(ii) Burrow Holme 4a. 2r. 28p. into two; (iii) Rapes 5a. Or. 14p. into two 
(AE/5/15). At Pennington several occupiers "being owners of Certain Dales or 
Parcels of Land lying dispersed in Templands" sought an exchange. Likewise the 
occupiers of Rath Moss Intack. Templands equalled 23a. 3r. 26p., and Rath 
Moss Intack 41a. Ir. 27p. (AE/4/12). Finally at Claughton in Lonsdale 
numerous references are made concerning exchanges with Thomas Fenwick. The 
parcels were apparently strips. (AE/5/4).
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COMMON MEADOWS IN WHITTINGTON

STRIPS BEFORE ENCLOSURE 

ALLOTMENTS AFTER ENCLOSURE

Figure 8

These agreements and exchanges amount to only 256 acres 
(excluding Claughton where some common meadow was also 
enclosed by exchange), and they brought the era of common- 
field husbandry almost to an end. Southergate still had a town- 
field in 1819, while as late as 1859 the two major landowners at 
Formby could not agree on methods for exchange and en 
closure. (72) But such instances are few, for Lancashire's common 
fields were lost in the steady, and eventually tremendous, 
development of waste enclosure from the fourteenth to the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

1721 L.R.O., DDFO 12/6.
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